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Monitoring heart rate to maintain  
cardiac health 

Hera Leto TWO allows users, such as cardiac rehabilita-

tion patients and sports lovers, to monitor heart rate 

and workout safely. It is more affordable than smart 

watches and more comfortable than ECG chest belts, 

allowing users to enjoy their favorite workout music 

without compromising on the accuracy of heart rate 

measurements. 

 

Hera Leto TWO is also suitable for working parents who 

do not have time for exercise. Just spend 20 minutes a 

day for effective Fat Burn Zone exercise or Mindfulness 

sessions. 

 

Hera Leto TWO connects to the Hera Leto app, which is 

available both on iOS and Android. It is also compatible 

with other popular fitness apps like Polar Beat and 

Runkeeper, as well as workout equipment such as 

Lifefitness Treadmills. 
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20-minute Power Walk Program — Hera Leto TWO tracks cadence and 

heart rate over 20 minutes, which are continuously compared with the tar-

get heart rate and target calories consumed. Through this comparison, our 

mobile application, Hera Leto APP, recommends tracks for working out ac-

cording to the user’s current physical condition.  

 

20-minute Mindfulness Program — Hera Leto APP interprets heart rate 

variability data measured by Hera Leto TWO, which represents the user’s 

stress level. Over 20 minutes, the user can adjust the music in accordance 

with the stress level indicator as shown on the app.  

 

Besides inbuilt music tracks in the application, Hera Leto is also compati-

ble with other music sources such as Spotify and the local directory. 

 

History tracking is also available in the Hera Leto APP, allowing the data 

extracted from our devices to be recorded and displayed on the applica-

tion, enabling users to track their progress and view their improvement 

quantitatively.  
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Hera Leto TWO Functions 

iOS APP Android APP 
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Product Specifications 

• Bluetooth 5.0, V3.1 

• Chipset SBS2000 

• 8.6mm Dynamic Drive 

• Speaker sensitivity:           

102 ± 3dB 

• Microphone sensitivity:    

42 ± 3dB 

• Rechargeable battery:       

130 mAh 

• Battery life: up to 10 hours 

standby time 

• Music playing time:  

  Up to 7 hours (with 

HRM Off) 

  Up to 4 hours (with 

HRM On) 

• Charging time: about 2 

hours 

• Distance: Up to 10 meters 

(outdoor without blockage 

360° ) 

• IPX4 water resistance 

Hera Leto TWO is based on Hera Leto ONE, the award 

winning design in the German Design Award 2017. It is 

sweat and water resistant, made using IPX4 materials 

that are designed to withstand perspiration and light 

rain from power walks. 

 

Hera Leto TWO is fully Bluetooth enabled with a built-

in microphone. It can connect to smartphones, for 

hands-free calls. Its neckband design puts the micro-

phone closer to the mouth for clearer calls, while also 

reducing inconvenience when earbuds come loose, as 

they will not fall to the ground. 

 

Hera Leto TWO also contains a hidden design feature —

connector loops for the user to attach their personal 

necklace. 

Product Description 
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